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About This Game

Nightmare Pop! offers you a unique experience, with a gameplay made to work with twitch where viewers will directly play
against you.

You play as Clementine, a little girl trapped in her own nightmares, with the help of your bubble blower survive against
monsters and viewers from all around the world.

As Clementin you'll have to survive in three spooyk levels through waves of enemies. You will be equipped with only one
weapon, your bubble blower. You can use it to:

Blow bubble, building temporary stairs to move vertically and over anything
Catch ennemies, you will then have to pop their bubble in order to make them vanish
Don't want to die because you fell? Use a bubble as a parachute to slow you down when falling
Placed randomly at the start of the game, you'll find bubble gum machines, when you catch it, you'll defend yourself
against viewers in differents ways

What can you expect to happen while you are trapped in? You better always be on the move, avoid enemies, activate bubble
gum machines, etc

You'll fight monsters all the time. They'll come in waves, each time stronger than the last one
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Depending on what type of negative effect (given by viewers) is on, it may be stopped but you'll just have to find the
source of it

And what can you do if you're a viewers? You'll have to vote between 4 choices that are given to you through the twitch chat,
you then simple write in what you want to do to hinder the player's advance.
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Title: Nightmare Pop!
Genre: Indie, Early Access
Developer:
The Lunatic Tilemaps
Publisher:
The Lunatic Tilemaps
Release Date: 1 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Window 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD 5500

Storage: 500 MB available space

English
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definitely some potential here. Its a little rough and lack variety. It also had a tendency to lag out after about 20 minutes of
playing but its still early so I'll check back on this one later because i realy like the idea of twitch playing against you. For only a
dollar it was worth what I paid.
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